IAPCO EDGE 2020, Munich - Why participate?

All EDGE Seminars are taught by an international faculty made up of leaders in the industry who have real-life experiences and case studies to share with the audience.

The seminars are highly interactive, ensuring plenty of time to not only learn from the faculty but knowledge exchange with your peers through group work, debate and discussion, Q&As and social networking.
An IAPCO EDGE Seminar embraces all sectors of the meetings industry, the target audience is:

- PCO/ Meeting Planners
- CVB
- Associations
- Congress Centres / Venues
- DMC / AMC/ Travel Agencies

**Connect & Share** is the designated motto for 2.5 days of intensive networking, learning and active collaboration.

Find more information on our website: [www.iapcoedgemunich.org](http://www.iapcoedgemunich.org)

Did you know that IAPCO Education is open to all, not just IAPCO members!

Registration for IAPCO EDGE 2020 is open

**Sign up and get your ticket!**

**Munich, city of nature, outdoor lifestyle and sports**

Over a length of 13.7 kilometres, the Isar winds its way through the city and offers recreational activities on its banks. There are also recreational activities on offer in the numerous parks - the Englischer Garten (English Garden) alone covers 375 hectares. In less than one hour drive you reach the Alps, a paradise for mountaineers and nature lovers.

We are happy to host you! 💖
Lesson 2

Obazda

[obà:zdə / obàzzda]

A piquant spreadable cheese preparation, which is an integral part of any Bavarian beer garden. It is eaten with a pretzel.